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PRIORITIES BOOKLET FOR

MISSION-ESSENTIAL RESEARCH

Through its independent research and
development (IRAD) initiative, the National
Strategic Research Institute at the University
of Nebraska develops technical capabilities and
competencies for its sponsor U.S. Strategic
Command as well as the broader Department
of Defense community focused on detecting
and countering weapons of mass destruction.
Funding is available only to University of Nebraska
researchers, faculty, students and staff, and the
application and selection process is administered
through the NU Collaboration Initiative.
nsri.nebraska.edu/IRAD
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STRATEGIC DETERRENCE
Data Science to Inform Deterrence & Decision Making
Understanding adversarial actions and decisions to anticipate next steps. How
can geo-political and social sciences associated tools and techniques enhance
awareness and effectiveness of deterrence? With the prospect of emergent
tripolarity in which China joins the U.S. and Russia as a peer or near peer
nuclear power, how do the psychology and human interactions of deterrence
adjust with three, versus two, players when any pair of the three might be
rivals, affiliates or allies?
Techniques and tools for decision support systems. In the occasion of
decision-making for prospective nuclear response, how do allies (such as
NATO) or partners (such as Asia) coordinate their decision-making processes
under stress?
Improvements in Non-Kinetic Capabilities and Increases in Options
Enhancements in understanding and characterizing options. Adversary
stockpiles of non-treaty accountable nuclear weapons fall entirely outside of
the U.S./Russia New Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START) and provide
a diverse stockpile of theater and tactical weapons systems employable by
naval, air, and ground forces. In a conventional conflict, an adversary may
perceive an irreparable imbalance of forces, it may escalate to non-treaty
accountable nuclear weapons use. In the event that an adversary choses to
attempt to deescalate a battlefield situation by detonating an unaccountable
low yield weapon (10-100 tones TNT equivalent, not kT equivalent) with low
fall out and few casualties, how would the US and our allies and partners
understand this “marginal” passing over the nuclear threshold versus passing
over the nuclear threshold with a sizable yield? Does the response to such
low yields cause the U.S. to respond differently than it would in the event of a
more powerful nuclear weapon?
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FOOD, AGRICULTURE &
ENVIRONMENT SECURITY
Improved Diagnostics
Point-of-Need: Tests that can rapidly identify an infection wherever the test subject is located to
mitigate the need for transportation of samples to centralized laboratories with days or weeks before
rendering results. The ultimate goal would be to develop point-of-need diagnostics that can be
integrated with disease surveillance data systems.
Ubiquitous Sequencing: Metagenomic sequencing capabilities that have the ability to read all genetic
material from a sample and detect pathogens without looking for a specific pathogen is essential to
identifying novel pathogens whether natural or engineered. Novel sequencing modalities, prioritizing
methods enabling miniaturization and a decrease in reagents or reagent-free sequencing are desired.
Massively Multiplexed Detection: Pan-viral and pan-microbial assays are desired. The detection of viral
pathogens for any host, including agricultural plants and animals, rapidly and with confidence would
provide a capability to complement metagenomic sequencing and pathogen-specific point-of-need
diagnostics. CRISPR-based massively multiplexed panels have shown promise in this area.
Minimally or Non-Invasive Sensors for Disease Monitoring
Implantable or attached sensors, passively monitored by proximity readers, for the interrogation of
host biomarkers (e.g. physiological, biometric, biophysical, biochemical, mobility and circadian rhythm
changes) that can detect changes from established baselines that would be indicative of early onset
disease. It would be desirable to couple these biomarker sensors with GPS data. Under this category
we would also entertain research proposals that explore the potential to monitor plants for early
recognition of disease using stand-off detection (e.g. drone mounted sensors).
Surrogate Development for Foreign Plant and Animal Pathogens
Critical research to develop vaccines, therapeutics, diagnostics and management strategies can be
expensive and delayed due to regulatory requirements that constrain work with pathogens that have
been identified as select agents and/or require strict regulatory control measures. We seek proof of
concept studies that will identify candidates of high predictive value for more robust studies to validate
their use as surrogates for research to develop countermeasures for any of these controlled pathogens.
Of particular interest are Foot and Mouth Disease Virus and African Swine Fever Virus. For a complete
list of select agents and toxins refer to selectagents.gov/sat/list.htm.
Transmission Suppression in the Built Environment
Much of animal production today is done in confined operations. Proof of concept research ideas
are sought to reduce the effective transmissibility of airborne, droplet, vector-borne and fomite
transmitted pathogens in animal feeding, housing and watering systems in the following areas:
• Affordable air filtration and sterilization systems
• Deliberate design of airflows
• Self-sterilizing surfaces
• Easily sterilized materials used for animal production that is robust against harsh sterilization
• Robotic and autonomous integrated sterilization
• Fomite neutralizing technologies
• Integrated real-time pathogen sensing capabilities
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CHEMICAL & BIOLOGICAL DEFENSE
Field-Forward Capabilities
Link collected chemical, biological or radiological signatures to personnel
engaged in nefarious activities. (i.e. Develop a tool to analyze a chemical,
biological or radiological sample and tie that to an individual or group of
individuals who may have handled the sample.)
Link an individual or group of individuals to a specific nefarious activity site.
Mobile, Automated Detector
For life-threatening biological components that can buy time for exposed
individuals to protect themselves from immediate threats and for decision
makers to enact consequence management plans to lessen the impact.

Requirements
In order to be considered for NSRI IRAD funding, applications must follow
the NU Collaboration Initiative requirements and be submitted through the
NU Collaboration Initiative process at nebraska.edu/collaboration-inititative.
The deadline is January 17, 2023. To be considered for the NSRI IRAD
program, the project narrative must note the specific NSRI theme or topic
that will be addressed.
If you are seeking an NSRI collaborator, please contact Traci Hancock
at thancock@nsri.nebraskaresearch.gov. A concept that falls outside the
priority areas detailed within this booklet but fits within the NSRI mission
space requires an NSRI collaborator. A concept that falls within the priorities
discussed within this booklet do not require an NSRI collaborator, but the
institute welcomes this.

nsri.nebraska.edu/IRAD
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